The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

Create one of 87,000,000,000 random Scent & Smell Walks through Paris. First CHOOSE your theme:

- Personal places
- Places that exist on another map
- Specific emotions
- Just a feeling
- Objects
- People
- Activity
- Events
- Another era
- Micro-tales
- A comment
- Nostalgia
- Home & family
- Nature
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places
JUNE 28, 2013

- Hotel de Ville
- Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
- Atelier Charonne
- Marché aux fleurs
- Les égouts
- Métro Saint Lazare
- Boulangerie Poilâne
- le Petit Victor Hugo
- la Tour d’Argent
- Avenue Georges V
- Jardins des Tuileries
- la Coupole
- Chez Prune
- Place de Tertre
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Personal places

- Parquet floors
- l’Hôtel de Ville
  29 rue de Rivoli, 75004

A new book.
Smell – when I have arrived home I made the time specifically to open it.

Nov 14
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

- Stinky cheese
  Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
  2 rue de Lourmel, 75015

Something found in the back of the fridge. Feb

Reminds me of cleaning and feeling like the cleaning never ends. NIH!
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

- Gauloises smoke
  Atelier Charonne
  21 rue de Charonne, 75011
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

Fresh flowers
Marché aux fleurs
Place des Ternes, 75017

the washing up is
soaked in
the sink and
nobody wants
to finish the job
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Personal places

- Drain water
  Les égouts de Paris
  Pont de l'Alma, rive gauche,
  75007

Something fresh from the garden, reminds me of friends back home.

PSA
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

- Urine
  Escalator between lines 3 and 14
  Métro Saint Lazare, 75008
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Personal places

Fresh bread
Boulangerie Poilâne
8 rue du Cherche-Midi, 75006

Early 1980's

grammy's back kitchen when she is cooking
smell impregnates the room & filters out into the front bar.
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

Cooked steak
Restaurant au Petit Victor Hugo
143 ave Victor Hugo 75016

My room in Castle Street when I first got there

PHT
14
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

Cellars
la Tour d’Argent
15 Quai de la Tournelle, 75005

An apartment I used to live in, where the electricity went and everything smelled like this.

LTA 38
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

- Perfume “Paris”
  Yves Saint Laurent,
  7 Ave Georges V, 75008

eating like a
sweets on a
midnight feast
at my friend’s
house
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Personal places

- Rain
  Jardins des Tuileries
  rue de Rivoli, 75001

My grandmas perfume, stored in her private casket. Not allowed to open by the kids.

JDT 24
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

**Personal places**

Wine
la Couple
102 bvd de Montparnasse,
75014

LOCATION:
Parents house/
Father's efforts to make home-made wine.
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Personal places

Coffee
chez Prune
36 rue Beaurepaire, 75010

My mom grinding coffee manually in the kitchen, Bucharest.
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Personal places

- Oil paints
  Place du Tertre
  75018

Furniture polish.
Polishing for my
gram papa in
their guesthouse.

PDT 26
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

Personal places

HOME | MAP | WALK TO START | METRO TO START
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

**Activity**

JUNE 28, 2013

- Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
- Avenue Georges V
- Métro Saint Lazare
- Chez Prune
- Atelier Charonne
- le Petit Victor Hugo
- Marché aux fleurs
- Place de Terre
- Hotel de Ville
- Les égouts
- la Tour d’Argent
- Jardins des Tuileries
- Boulangerie Poilâne
- la Coupole
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Activity

- Stinky cheese
  Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
  2 rue de Lourmel, 75015

Something found in the back of the fridge.

Reminds me of cleaning and feeling like the cleaning never ends. :/
Cheap perfume
I remember dancing with sweaty men in nylon shirts. Wearing this - sweaty hands too. Just longed for the dance to be over!
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

Smells like someone
Vomit after drunken

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Activity

Urine
Escalator between lines 3 and 14
Métro Saint Lazare, 75008
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Activity

Coffee
chez Prune
36 rue Beaurepaire, 75010

Accidently trying to use proper coffee as instant coffee and trying to drink it.

CSM 11
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

Your Smell Journey based on:

Activity

- Gauloises smoke
  Atelier Charonne
  21 rue de Charonne, 75011

Standing downwind of a smoker at a train station on a cold night.
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Activity

Cooked steak
Restaurant au Petit Victor Hugo
143 ave Victor Hugo 75016

gutting fish with grandpa

PVH
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

Fresh flowers
Marché aux fleurs
Place des Ternes, 75017
The

SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

Oil paints
Place du Tertre
75018

"Sitting on the back of my best friend's moped at 14"
The

SCENTS & SMELLS

of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

- Parquet floors
  l’Hôtel de Ville
  29 rue de Rivoli, 75004

Playing board games
when I was about 8.
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

- Drain water
  Les égouts de Paris
  Pont de l'Alma, rive gauche,
  75007

The walk along the seawall...
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

Cellars
la Tour d’Argent
15 Quai de la Tournelle, 75005

The aquarium cleaning tools
in my dad’s house. I was 6-9 years old.
I think of the aquarium cleaning fish we had.
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

Rain

Jardins des Tuileries

rue de Rivoli, 75001

Powdered lemonade.
Reminds me of summer when I was 12 & boating w/ friend.

JDT 32
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

**Activity**

- Fresh bread
  Boulangerie Poilâne
  8 rue du Cherche-Midi, 75006
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Activity

Wine
la Couple
102 bvd de Montparnasse,
75014

Wine
Reminds me of taking communion in church.
Activity

The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

Walking for my parents to buy something in an Italian cheese shop.

Cheap perfume. I remember dancing with sweaty men in my apartment. Now wearing this. Smelly hands too. Hoped for the dance to be over!

Getting fish with grandma.

Smells like someone vomit after drinking.

Shaving down wind of a toilet at a train station on a cold night.

Accomplishing to use proper coffee as instant coffee and trying to drink it.

Playing board games when I was about 8.

Walking along the seawall...

Keeps me of summer when I was 10, 4 houses away.

Roasted broad beans.

Baking. Reminds me of making communion in church.
YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Specific emotions

JUNE 28, 2013

START JOURNEY

The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

la Tour d'Argent
Atelier Charonne
Jardins des Tuileries
la Coupole
Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
Hotel de Ville
Boulangerie Poilâne
Marché aux fleurs
le Petit Victor Hugo
Place de Tertre
Avenue Georges V
Les égouts
Chez Prune
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

Cellars
la Tour d’Argent
15 Quai de la Tournelle, 75005

a garden expectation
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Gauloises smoke
  Atelier Charonne
  21 rue de Charonne, 75011

Handwritten note:

"Horrible smell. When you take your top off after 2/3 nights + days in a row, non stop. Many wasted nights."

Maryhill, Glasgow, 75011
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Rain
  Jardins des Tuileries
  rue de Rivoli, 75001

It’s a good smell
like the parfum
of the beautiful ladies
Just now
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

Wine
la Couple
102 bvd de Montparnasse, 75014

Not so good smell in the morning but in the evening before when you opened the bottle it was magic! Now just 3cp.
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Stinky cheese
  Fromagerie Laurent Dubois
  2 rue de Lourmel, 75015
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Parquet floors
  l’Hôtel de Ville
  29 rue de Rivoli, 75004

Note: doing painting in 1st year, having a nightmare with making stamps. Nov 21
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

Fresh bread
Boulangerie Poilâne
8 rue du Cherche-Midi, 75006

SAD - sadness
- bread left in breadbin for too long, London

RCM 12
The
SCENTS & SMELLS
of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Fresh flowers
  Marché aux fleurs
  Place des Ternes, 75017

Smells so lovely
and sensual
- not a remembered smell but a delightful anticipation of good things to come.
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

Cooked steak
Restaurant au Petit Victor Hugo
143 ave Victor Hugo 75016

PVH backstage at school!
Assembly - my friends had a bottle of amyl nitrate left open on the table for a laugh. It wasn't funny.
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Oil paints
- Place du Tertre
  75018

Wednesday afternoon.
SOUR

PDT
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

- Perfume “Paris”
  Yves Saint Laurent,
  7 Ave Georges V, 75008

Yuu! AQV

ex-Mother in Law
Life/Edinburgh
Tolerance
The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:

Specific emotions

- Drain water
  Les égouts de Paris
  Pont de l'Alma, rive gauche,
  75007

rotten algae
disgusting
and yet lovely

PSA
The

SCENTS & SMELLS

of PARIS

YOUR SMELL JOURNEY based on:
Specific emotions

Coffee
chez Prune
36 rue Beaurepaire, 75010

Satisfaction
morning time
walking past
busy cafes

27.5°
Specific emotions

The SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

# Specific emotions

- a garden
- expectation

# SCENTS & SMELLS of PARIS

Not so good smell in the morning but... the cabinet before when you opened the bottle it was magic! Now just

Remy

- smells so lovely and sweet
- not a mentioned smell but a delicious accompanying

Wednesday afternoon

Yeeh! AGV

Mother in law life Edinburgh tolerance

Satisfaction morning time walking past busy cafes

fin